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INTRODUCTION 
The general motivation for this paper is the study of nontrivial periodic 
solutions of parametrized families of differential-delay equations of the 
form 
3(t) = hAAt- NIL At - Ndr..., v(t - Nk)), (0.1) 
where hl: Rk + R is a continuous map and N, , N*,..., Nk are nonnegative 
integers. By a periodic solution y(t) of period p of Eq. (0.1) we mean a non- 
constant solution y(t) such that y( t +p) = y( t) for all t (so p need not be 
the minimal period). We shall be interested in finding integers p > 3 and 
corresponding conditions on hA which insure that Eq. (0.1) has no periodic 
solution of period p for any I > 0. As discussed, for example, in [S], any 
such result can, when used in conjunction with the global Hopf bifurcation 
theorem or Fuller’s index or the theory of nonlinear cone mappings, 
provide a great deal of information about the existence and qualitative 
properties of periodic solutions of Eq. (O.l).For the most part we shall 
leave such applications to the reader: the results in [S] serve as a model. 
The general approach in this paper is as follows: If one assumes that y(t) 
is a periodic solution of Eq. (0.1) of integral period p and one defines 
u,(t)=y(t-j+ 1) for 1 <j<p, one discovers that u(t)=(u,(t),..., u,(t)) 
satisfies a “cyclic system of ordinary differential equations” (see [S] ), say 
C(t) = g(u(t)). (0.2) 
We shall prove that Eq. (0.1) has no periodic solutions of period p basically 
by proving that every solution of Eq. (0.2) satisfies lim,, m lu(t)l = 0 or 
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lim I+ co lu(t)l = co, and the key step in proving the latter statement will be 
the construction of appropriate Lyapunov functions for Eq. (0.2). If one 
linearizes Eq. (0.2) about 0, one is led to the equation 
where A is a real, circulant matrix (defined in Sect. 1). Thus the fact that 
circulant matrices enter our work is, in a general sense, unsurprising. 
If p > 3, it is shown in [S] that Eq. (0.1) presents too general a class 
(although see Remark 1.4), and in fact the immediate motivation for this 
paper comes from the equation 
i(t)= -nx(t)+J+,(x(t-l)) (0.3) 
(studied in Sect. 1) and the equation 
i(t)= -Jj(x(t-l))-/.4j(x(t-22)) (0.4) 
which is studied in Section 2. 
Indeed, perhaps the most striking feature of Theorem 1.1 is that, when it 
is applied to Eq. (0.3) it gives, in a very sharp sense, best possible results. 
Specifically, we shall discuss when Eq. (0.3) has no periodic solution of 
period 2m + 1 (and hence none of period 2 + (l/m)). If our assumptions are 
weakened even slightly, there exists 1> 0 such that Eq. (0.3) has a periodic 
solution of period 2 + (l/m) (see Remark 1.2). Such theorems, when com- 
bined with results in [4], provide a variety of information about Eq. (0.3) 
(see Remark 1.3). 
1. CIRCULANT MATRICES AND PERIODIC SOLUTIONS 
OF DIFFERENTIAL-DELAY EQUATIONS 
We begin by recalling some known results about circulant matrices; 
further information and details can be found in [ 11. A square matrix A is 
called “circulant” if 
and one writes A = circ(a,, a2,..., a,). More formally, if 6, is the entry in 
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rowiandcolumni,thenbii=uj-i+,, where the subscripts of ak are written 
modulo n, so a, - a,, a ~ 1 = a,-, , etc. 
If z is an nrh root of unity (so z” = 1) and one defines u, E c” by 
1 
Z v;= 0 . Z n-1 , (1.1) 
it is easy to check that uz is an eigenvector of A with corresponding eigen- 
value 1, given by. 
(1.2) 
If (v, w ) denotes the standard inner product of vectors v and w in C”, so 
(v, w) = i v,ii;, 
j=l 
then (u,,,u~~) = 0 whenever z, and z2 are unequal nth roots of unity and uz 
is as in Eq. (1.1). This is because 
(ur,,vr*)= i (z'i')i'=(:l:z)lil=o. 
j=l 1 2 
(1.3) 
If N is an n x n circulant matrix (real or complex) and N* denotes its 
conjugate transpose, one can easily prove that N* is a circulant matrix and 
hence has the same eigenvectors U, E @” as N. It follows that NN* = N*N, 
i.e., N is normal. 
We shall only use our next lemma for the case of circulant matrices, and 
in that case we could easily prove it directly without reference to the 
general theory of normal operators. However, we prefer to place the result 
within the framework of normal operators. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let H be a real Hilbert space and let A? = H+ iH denote its 
complexijkation with the standard inner product derived from ( . , . ), the 
inner product on H. Suppose that N: H -+ H is a bounded, normal linear 
operator and denote by the same letter N the standard extension N: .JX? + 2 
and by a(N) the spectrum of the extension. Then one has 
inf{Re((Nu,u)):uEX, llull=l}=inf{(Nu,u):u~H, Ilull=l) 
=inf{Re(A): Lea(N)). (1.4) 
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In particular, if N = circ(a,, a2,..., a,,) is an n x n, real circulant matrix, then 
(Ny,y):yER”and f y?=l =min Re i a&’ 
jzl ’ I i tjzl ’ 
(1.5) 
ProoJ: Write N=A+iB, where A= ((N+ N*)/2) and B= 
((N- N*)/2i) are commuting, self-adjoint operators on X’. If u E 2 and 
llull = 1, so u=x+iy with 11x112+ [IYI~~= 1, 
Re((Nu,u))=Re((Au,u))=(Ax,x)+(Ay,y). (1.6) 
If a=inf{ (NV, u): UE H, llvll = l}, it follows that 
Re(Nu,u)=(Ax,~)+(Ay,y)~ccllxll~+aIlyIl~=cr, (1.7) 
and this implies 
inf{Re((Nu, u)): UEX, Ilull = l} >inf{ (Nu, u): UE H, Ilull = 1). 
The opposite inequality is obvious. 
(1.8) 
Now we need to recall a classical result from the theory of normal 
operators (see [2, p. 112, Problem 1713): if N is any bounded, normal 
operator on a complex Hilbert space and W(N) = { (Nz, z ): llzll = 1 }, then 
W(N) is the closed, convex hull of o(N). Equation (1.4) follows easily from 
this fact. 
The last statement of the lemma follows immediately from Eq. (1.4) and 
the fact that if N = circ( r, a2,..., a,), N is normal with eigenvalues 1, 
(z” = 1) given by Eq. (1.2). 
Before using Lemma 1.1 we need to recall a special case of a theorem in 
[3] or [7]; an argument in Section 1 of [S], although applied to a specific 
example, works in greater generality and also gives the result we shall state. 
Suppose that F: [w” + I? is a locally Lipschitzian function and that 
V: IV -+ Iw is a C’ map. Define PI: R” + R by 
P(x) = (VV(x), F(x)) 
(1.9) 
(where VV(x) is the gradient of V. and ( . , . ) denotes the standard inner 
product on IF!“) and assume that V(x) # 0 for all x # 0. If x(t) = x(t; x0) is 
the unique solution of 
i(t) = w4t)), 
$0) =x0, 
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and x(t) is defined on a maximal interval (IX.+ pXO), then 
lim Ilx(t)ll = co 
I-+X 
or 
lim Ilx(t)ll = 0, 
r-a 
where a denotes a,, or /I,,. Note that in [7] it is assumed that V is C*, but 
the second derivative is needed only if one does not assume that p(x) # 0 
for all x#O. Note also that if there exist constants A and B such that 
IIF(x)ll GA lbll + B 
for all x (as will be true in almost all of our applications), then standard 
theory of ODES implies a, = -co and p, = +cc. 
Our next lemma treats a class of ordinary differential equations which 
may seem unnatural but which we shall show arise naturally in connection 
with differential-delay equations. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let B = (b,) be an n x n real matrix and define c = c(B) by 
c(B)=inf{(By,y):yEIW”, Ilvll=1> (1.10) 
Assume that pi, 1 < i 6 n, are positive reals and that gi : iJ% + IF!, 1 Q i < n, are 
locally Lipschitzian functions such that ug,(u) < 0 for all u # 0. rf c(B) < 0, 
assume that 
Igi(u - L u ( 1 c;, ’’ (1.11) 
for all u # 0. Then ifx(t) = (x,(t), x*(t),..., x,,(t)) is any solution of 
ii(t) = -8ixiCt) + f bqgj(xj(t))T 1 didn, (1.12) 
J=l 
lim t+y Ilx(t)ll = +a~ or lim,,, 11x( t)ll = 0, where (a, 6) is the maximal inter- 
val of definition of x(t) and y = tl or y = 6. 
Proof Suppose x(0) =x0, x(t) satisfies (1.12) and is defined on a 
maximal interval (a,, a,,). Define, for x E R”, 
v(X) = 1 Gdxih (1.13) 
i= 1 
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where Gi(u) = J;; g,(s) & By the remarks preceding Lemma 1.2, it suffices to 
prove V(x) > 0 for x # 0, and a calculation gives 
ptx)= - f Pixigitxi) + CBg, S>v (1.14) 
i=l 
where g in Eq. (1.14) is given by 
(1.15) 
The assumptions of the lemma imply 
‘tx)a f Pilxil ISi(xi)l +dB) f lgitxi)12* (1.16) 
i=l i= 1 
If c(B)>O, Eq. (1.16) implies p(x)>0 for x#O. If c(B)<O, Eq. (1.11) 
implies (for x # 0), 
p(x)2 f: ISAxi)l CPiIxiI +dB) Igi(xi)ll>o, (1.17) 
i=l 
which completes the proof. 1 
Remark 1.1 Suppose that 
c(B) = inf{ Re(A): ,J is an eigenvalue of B}, (1.18) 
as will be true for real, normal matrices (see Lemma 1.1). Assume also that 
pl=/&,= ... = fi, and that c(B) < 0. If 1 is an eigenvalue of B such that 
Re(A) = c(B) and Im(1) = v and u is a corresponding eigenvector and if 
for all t, a calculation shows that, for k = PI v/c(B), 
x(t) = Re(e%) 
is a periodic or constant solution of Eq. (1.12). In this crude sense Lemma 
1.2 is a best-possible result. 
We shall now apply Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 to the question of existence of 
certain periodic solutions of differential-delay equations. In this paper, a 
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map x: R + R” is said to be periodic of period p if x(t +p) =x(t) for all t 
and x(t) is not constant; thus p need not be the minimal period. 
THEOREM 1.1. Consider the differential-delay equation 
J’(t)= -cry(t)+ i ajf(Y(t-A. 
j= 1 
(1.19) 
Assume that a > 0, that aj E R for 1 6 j< n, and that f: iR + R is a locaily 
Lipschitzian map such that yf( y) < 0 for all nonzero y. Define 
A = circ(a,, a2,..., a,) and 
c(A)=min {Re($jajzj-l):z.c and z”= I}, (1.20) 
and if c(A) < 0, assume that 
If(Y)1 < - - 
( ) c(aA) ly’ 
(1.21) 
for all y # 0. Then Eq. (1.19) has no periodic solution y(t) of period n/m for 
any positive integer m. 
Proof: If y(t) were a periodic solution of period n/m, y(t) would be of 
period n. For 1 <j < n define xj( t) = y(t - j+ 1 ), B = A = circ(a, , a*,..., a,) 
/Ij = a and gj(u) =f(u). A calculation shows that in this notation 
x(t) = (xl(t), X*(f),..., x,(t)) is a periodic solution of Eq. (1.12). However, 
Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 imply that 
lim ]Ix(t)II = cc or lim Ilx(t)ll =O, 
r--t* t-m 
which gives a contradiction. 1 
Our immediate motivation for proving Theorem 1.1 comes from studying 
qualitative properties of periodic solutions of 
i.(t) = -Ax(t) + Jf(x(t- 1)) /l>o. (1.22) 
Iff : iw -+ R! is a continuous map such that If(x)] <b 1x1 for all x and b < 1, 
the results of Section 1 in [4] imply that any continuous map x: [It,, co] 
which satisfies Eq. (1.22) for t > t, + 1 must satisfy lim, _ + o. x(r) = 0. On 
the other hand, suppose that xf(x) < 0 for all nonzero x, that f is bounded 
and f is C’ on a neighborhood of 0, and that f ‘(0) = -k < - 1. If 
7c/2 < v. < 71, cos(v,) = -l/k and I, = vo/,/m, it is proved in [4] that 
Eq. (1.22) has a “slowly oscillating” periodic solution for each 2 > 2,. (A 
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periodic solution x(t) of Eq. (1.22) is called slowly oscillating if 
x(O)=O,x(t)>OforO<t<z,, wherez,>l,x(t)<Oforz,<t<z,, where 
z2 - zi > 1, and x(t + z2) =x(t) for all t). If f is also odd, the slowly 
oscillating periodic solution x(t) can be chosen so x(0) = 0, x(t) > 0 on 
(0, zi), z1 > 1, and x(t + z,) = -x(t) for all t. 
If f:. IR + Iw is a locally Lipschitzian map such that xf(x) < 0 for all non- 
zero x and n is a positive integer one obtains directly from Theorem 1.1 
that if 
If(x)1 <I-J- 1x1 for x+0, 
n 
(1.23) 
where 
c, = inf{ Re(z): z” = 1 }, (1.24) 
Eq. (1.27) has no periodic solution of period n/m, m a positive integer. If n 
is even, c, = -1, and this result is uninteresting: a slight refinement of the 
previous remarks shows that Eq. (1.22) has no periodic solutions at all if 
Eq. (1.23) holds. If n = 2m + 1, c, = - cos(7c/(2m + 1 )), and one obtains 
COROLLARY 1.1. Assume that f: [w + [w is a locally Lipschitzian map such 
that xf (x) < 0 for all x # 0 and 
If(x)I < 
1x1 
n ’ 
( ) 
x # 0. 
‘OS 2m+ 1 
(1.25) 
Then for every 1> 0, Eq. (1.22) has no periodic solution of period 2m + 1 and 
hence no periodic solution of period 2 + (l/m). 
Remark 1.2. Corollary 1.1 is, in a sense which we shall make precise, a 
best-possible result. Assume that f: R + R is a locally Lipschitzian map 
such that xf(x) < 0 for all x # 0. In addition, assume that f is C’ on a 
neighborhood of 0, that k= -f’(O) > l/cos(n/(2m + l)), and that there 
are positive constants A and B such that - B <f(x) <A whenever 
- B 6 x <A. Define v,, E (x/2, rt) by 
cos(v,)= -;. 
It is proved in Corollary 3.2 of [4] that for every number p such that 
2 <p < 2x/v, there exists A> 0 and a slowly oscillating periodic solution 
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xi(t) of Eq. (1.27) such that the minimal period of xi(t) is p and 
- B < xA( t) < A for all t. Our assumptions imply that 
1 
cos( VJ = - - > cos 
k 
so v0 < 2m7c/(2m + 1) and 27t/v0 > 2 + (l/m), and there exists a A > 0 such 
that the minimal period of x2(t) is 2 + (l/m). Note that if 
-f’(O) > l/cos(n/(2m + l)), Eq. (1.25) cannot hold for all s but might well 
hold except on a small neighborhood of 0. 
Remark 1.3. If we define S= {(A, x): A > 0 and x(t) is a slowly 
oscillating periodic solution of Eq. (1.22)) and topologize S by identifying 
with ’ ’ under the one-one J defined by 
?: S-, (0, dt)s~ $)a?] and J(5 x)= (A, #), whereT?x] [0, 11, then it is 
proved in [4] that Y, the closure of S, equals SW ((A,, 0)}, where 
1,= vO/Jm. Furthermore, if (A, x) E S, then - B<x(t) <A for all t. 
Let Y0 be the connected component of Y which contains (A,, 0). It is 
proved in [4] that if p(L, x) is the minimal period of x(t) and 
p(&, 0) = 27c/v,, then the map p: Y -+ R is continuous. Thus if f satisfies 
the assumptions of Corollary 1.1 and 27c/v0 <2 + (l/m) (m a positive 
integer), then a simple connectivity argument implies that 
~(2, x)<2+ (l/m) for all (A, x)EY~. In particular, for each A>& 
Eq. (1.22) has a slowly oscillating periodic solution of period less than 
2 + (t/m). If f is odd and one uses Theorem 1.2 below similar reasoning 
shows that for each Iz > A,, Eq. (1.22) has a slowly oscillating periodic 
solution of period p < 4. Note that by using arguments like those in [6] 
one can actually prove that for certain odd functionsf(x) and a range of ,? 
values Eq. (1.22) also has slowly oscillating periodic solutions of period 
p > 4. 
We have already remarked that if f is odd, Eq. (1.22) will, for A> AO, 
have a periodic solution x(t) such that x(t + z,) = - .x(t) for all t. Our next 
theorem shows that, under mild assumptions on S, z, # 2. 
THEOREM 1.2. Assume that f: R -+ iw is locally Lipschitzian, xf (x) < 0 for 
all x # 0 and f is odd. Then, for every A> 0, Eq. (1.22) has no solution x(t) 
(other than the zero solution) such that x(t + 2) = -x(t) for all t. 
Proof: If x(t) satisfies Eq. (1.22) and .x(1+2)= -x(t), define 
v(t) = x( t - 1) and observe that 
i(f) = -Ax(t) + Af (y(t)), 
j(t) = -ly(t) - l”f(x(t)). 
The uniqueness theorem for ODES implies that (x(t), Y(t)) # (0,O). 
(1.26) 
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If F(U) = j;f(s) ds, observe that 
$j 6x(t)) + F(Y(f)) = -W)x - MY) Y > 0, (1.27) 
so our previous remarks imply that 
lim II (x(0, YW)II = ~0 t-czz 
or 
lim IICW~ ill =O, t-+m 
which contradicts the periodicity of x(t). 1 
Remark 1.4. All of the previous results have somewhat stronger con- 
sequences than one might think. For example, if g: IP+ ’ + R is a map and 
f(r) = g(y, y,..., y) satisfies (1) yf( JJ) < 0 for all y # 0, (2) f is locally 
Lipschitzian, and (3) If(r)] < 2 1 y 1 f or all y, then Corollary 1.1 implies that 
i(t)= -~y(t)+~g(y(t-l),y(t-4),y(t-7),...,y(t-1-3m)) 
has, for 1> 0, no solution of period 3. 
2. SOME CRITERIA FOR NONEXISTENCE OF 
SOLUTIONS OF PERIOD 3 
The central technical point of the arguments of Section 1 was explicitly 
to minimize a certain real-valued function, namely 4(y) = (Ay, y ), where 
A is a circulant matrix and I y I = 1. We want to sketch how the same basic 
idea, namely the explicit minimization of a certain real-valued function, 
leads to a substantial improvement in results in Section 1 of [S] about the 
equation 
3(t)= -;lf(Y(t- 1)-aJ4~-2)). 
We begin with the basic technical lemma. 
(2.1) 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume that 0 < a < A and p > -1 and consider the map 
4: IX6 + R defined by 
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where a = (c1i, az, a3), y = (y,, y2, y3) and the indices in Eq. (2.2) are taken 
mod 3 (so y, = y, , etc.). If T is given by 
(y,a)~[W~:zyy=l anda<olj<Afor 16j63 
and 
m = min{d(y, a): (y, a) E T}, 
then 
m=(/?+ l)a- 
( ) 
9 (@-p-l), 
where 
D=(fl+1)‘+2(P-l)? (2.4) 
ProoJ Because &, a) is linear in a, +4 achieves its minimum (subject to 
constraints) when two of the aj equal a and the other A, or when two of 
the aj equal A and the other a, when all aj equal a or when all aj equal A. 
One computes that $(v, a, a, a) = (/I + 1)~ and d(y, A, A, A) = (B + l)A for 
(y, a) E T, and we leave it to the reader to verify that 
min{d(y,a): II~II=l,a,=a,=a,cc,=A} 
=min{&y,a): /IyII=l,a,=a,=a,a,=A}, 
and so forth. Thus we find that 
or 
m=min{fj(y,a):(IyIj=l,a,=a,=A,a,=a) 
or m = (/I + 1)a. For convenience, write a, = (a, a, A) and a* = (A, A, a). A 
calculation gives 
min Kh a*) 
lyl=l 
=(b+lb+(A-4,~y C(B+~)Y:+(B-~)Y~Y~-((P-~)Y~Y~I I’ 
=(/?+l)a+(A-u)min{(~+1)~2-~~-l~~(o+w): 
u2 + u* + w2 =‘l, 24, 0, w, 2 0). (2.5) 
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One can verify that, for fixed u with O< u< 1, the minimum of the 
expression in Eq. (2.5) occurs for u = w, so 
,~~~O(y,~,)=(p+l)a+(A-a)min{(p+1)u2 Y 
-I/?-l I($,u(,ll-l;i,: O<u<l}. (2.6) 
A similar argument shows 
min &y,cr*)=(/?+l)a+(A-a)min{@+l)(l-u2) 
lyl= 1 
- IB-ll(JZ)u(J1-uZ):OQu~l}. (2.7) 
If one makes the substitution r2 = 1 - u2 in Eq. (2.7), one sees that 
,p, KY? @*I = ,y$4(x @-*I. 
Y I’ 
If one defines O(u, u, w) by 
(2.8) 
o(u,v,w)=(p+1)u2-~~+l~I(v+w), (2.9) 
the previous remarks show that it suffices to compute 
min{@(u,v, w):u2+v2+w2=1, U,U, w, >OJm,. (2.10) 
One can check that the minimum in Eq. (2.6) occurs for some u with 
0 < u < 1, so our previous remarks imply that the minimum in Eq. (2.10) 
occurs for u > 0 and u = w > 0. If the minimum occurs at (u, u, w), Lagrange 
multiplier theory implies that there exists 1 E R such that 
and 
2(p+l)U-~p-1~(v+w)=2~u (2.11) 
-/p-11 24=2124 (2.12) 
and 
-Ifi- 1 Iu=21w. (2.13) 
If A= 0, one deduces that u = 0, v + w = 0 and finally (because u and w are 
nonnegative) that u = w = 0, a contradiction. Thus A# 0 and 
u=w= J-llu 
2A . 
Substituting the previous equation into Eq. (2.11) and factoring out u gives 
(2.14) 
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Equation (2.12) implies that 1~0, so we obtain 
Eq. (2.14) that 
n5(P+l) fi ---. 
2 2 
Equation (2.15) determines U, because 
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from the quadratic 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
and hence u = w = J??/(d). Substituting in Eq. (2.9), we have 
m, = (/?+ 1)u2 - (/I - ~)u(JT)(J~Z), (2.17) 
where u and 1 are given in Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16). Finally, we have 
min ~(y,cr,)=(a+l)a+(A-a)m,, 
IYI = 1 
and an unpleasant calculation shows that the right hand side of Eq. (2.17) 
equals the constant in Eq. (2.3). 1 
Remark 2.1. If ~$(y, a) is defined by Eq. (2.2) and /I< - 1, an 
analogous argument (which we leave to the reader) proves that 
=I/?+lla- ( 1 y (fi-lP+llh 
where D is given in Eq. (2.4). 
We shall prove our main theorems with the aid of Lemma 2.1 and 
Remark 2.1. Define P: R3 -+ R3 by 
P(y)=f(2y,-y,-y3,2y,-y,-y3,2y,-y,-y,). (2.18) 
and if I UI denotes the Euclidean norm of UE Iw3, define (as in [S]) 
v:R3+R by 
cv)=H31P(Y)12- Ivl’). (2.19) 
If Q is the orthogonal projection of R3 onto {(t, t, t): tE R}, then 
P = I- Q, so V has a natural geometrical interpretation. 
LEMMA 2.2. Consider the system of three differential equations 
3iCt)= -fi+I(Yi+,(t))--lnf,+2(Y,+2(f))r (2.20) 
505/60/2-5 
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where 1 < i ,< 3 and the subscripts are written mod 3. Assume that j? # - 1 
and that, for 1 < i < 3, fi: R + E4! is locally Lipschitzian and ufi(u) > 0 for all 
u # 0. If /? # 1, assume that there exist positive constants a and A such that 
for all U, where 
alul d Ifi(U)l GAlul (2.21) 
IP+ll [ 1 (P [l~+11+J(~+1)'+2(~-1)21+1>~. (2.22) 
If y(t) satisfies Eq. (2.20) on (c, d), where (c, d) is a maximal interval of 
definition, then lim, _ rx ) y(t)1 = cc or lim, _ a 1 y(t)1 = 0 for CI = c or o! = d. 
ProoJ: If g: iR3 + lR3 is the map given by the right-hand side of 
Eq. (2.20) and V(y) is given by Eq. (2.19), a calculation shows (see [5, 
Sect. 11) 
F(Y) = w-(Y)> g(y)> 
=j$3 C(B+1)Y;fi(Yi)+(P-1)Yifi+l(Yi+~)-(B-1)Yi+lfi(Yi)l. 
(2.23) 
If we write fi( yi) = cli y,, then a < cli 6 A and 
J+Y) = 4(Y, ah 
where 4 is as in Lemma 2.1. The theorem will follow if we prove that 
p(y) # 0 for all y # 0, and this will be true if 
min{&y,cc):y~+y:+y:=l,a<ai,<Afor l<i63)>0 (2.24) 
or 
(If p= 1, 
Lemma 2.1 
min{-&y,a):lyI=l,a<cl,dA for l<i<3}>0 (2.25) 
Eq. (2.23) implies p(y)>0 without Eq. (2.24) or (2.25)). 
and Remark 2.1 imply that Eq. (2.24) or Eq. (2.25) will hold if 
IB+ 1 la- 
( > 
7 (fi-IP+ll)>O, 
and the latter inequality is equivalent to Eq. (2.22). 1 
Our next theorem is essentially a more symmetric statement of 
Lemma 2.2. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Consider the system of three dtfferential equations 
aitz)= -ki+ ltxi+ I(t))-CLgi+*(xi+*(t)), (2.26) 
where 1 < i < 3 and subscripts are written mod 3. Assume that 2 and ,u are 
real numbers with 1# -p and that (for 1 <i< 3) gi: R -+ IF! is locally 
Lipschitzian and ug,(u) > 0 for all u # 0. If I. # p, assume that there exist 
positive constants a and A such that 
alu G Igi( d4ul 
for all u, where 
1 + I~+~II(J~~+c()~+~(~-cL)~+ In ~l) A 
IA-PI2 
>-. 
a 
(2.27) 
Zf x(t)= (x,(t), x,(t), x,(t)) satisfies Eq. (2.26) and is defined on maximal 
interval (c, d), then 
lim Ix(t)1 = a3 
,--rE 
or 
lim Ix(t)] =O, 
r-a 
where CI = c or a = d. 
Proof If A>O, define yi(t)=xj(t),f,(v)=ilgi(v) and j=p/A and note 
that y(t) satisfies Eq. (2.20) and p satisfies Eq. (2.22) if /l# 1, so the 
theorem follows from Lemma 2.2 in this case. If 1~0, define 
ii(t) = xi( - t), I= -I and fi = -,u and note that 
g’f(t)= -k+ ltzi+ l(t))-~gi+2tai+2(t)), 
which is the case previously considered (note that Eq. (2.27) is unchanged 
if 1 is substituted for A and fi for p). 
If ,u>O, defing -;l-l(t)=x,(t), %,(t)=x,(t), Z3(t)=x2(t), g,(v)=gl(v), 
g2(v) = g3(v), and g3(v) =g2(v) and note that 
where 2 = /J and ,C = 1. This is the first case considered (note that Eq. (2.27) 
is unchanged if A is substitued for ,u and p for A). 
Finally, if P-C 0, we can reduce to the case ,U > 0 by the same trick used 
to reduce the case Iz < 0 to the I > 0. Because we assume J. # -p, either 1 
or p is nonzero, and the theorem is proved. 1 
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Our main interest in Theorem 2.1 is as a tool to obtain information 
about differential-delay equations. 
THEOREM 2.2. Consider the differential-delay equation 
i(t)= -Ag(x(t-l))-pg(x(t-2), (2.28) 
where I and u are real numbers uch that A# - p and g: Iw + [w is a locally 
Lipschitzian map such that xg(x) > 0 for x # 0. Zf I# p, assume that there 
exist positive constants a and A such that 
alxl6 I&)1 <Alx 
and such that Eq. (2.27) is satisfied. Then Eq.(2.28) has no periodic solution 
x(t) such that x( t + 3) = .x(t) f or all t (other than x(t) 5 0). 
Proof Assume x(t) satisfies Eq. (2.28) and is periodic of period 3. 
Define xi(t)=x(t-ii+) and g,(v)=g(v) for l<i<3 and note that xi(t) 
satisfies Eq. (2.26). It follows from Theorem 2.1 that 
lim Ix(t)1 = co 
t-cc 
or 
lim Ix(t)1 =O, 
t-m 
and in either case we have contradicted periodicity. 1 
Remark 2.2. The results of [S] imply that Eq. (2.28) has no periodic 
solution of period 3 if 
l+!!e!,A 
IA-PI a’ 
(2.29) 
and one can easily see that Eq. (2.27) always gives a better result. For 
example, if p = 0, Eq. (2.29) would imply 2 > A/a, while Eq. (2.27) would 
require 2 + $ > A/a. 
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